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Founded in 2014, windtest north-america inc.
(wtna) is an emerging player in the windy area
of the Midwest; the Iowa Lakes Corridor.
However, wtna is not entirely new to the
American market - our mother company,
windtest grevenbroich gmbh has been active
for more than 9 years inside the United States.
wtna is a technical service provider for
renewable wind energy; including testing and
measuring, investment services, expert
opinions and consulting for turbine
manufacturers, project developers, wind farm
investor or lendor consulting, and
owner/operator or grid operator consultation.
Our new head office is located near the Wind
Energy Department of Iowa Lakes Community
College in Estherville, Iowa.

 
 
We are renewable wind energy experts, and
we have the services to back it up.
          

power performance measurements
mechanical load measurements
sound emission measurements
acoustic vibration measurements
grid integration measurements
performance assessments
    

wind measurement services
LiDAR/SoDAR measurement services
yield report
sound immission analyses
    

 


 
  

wtna offers accredited services that are
supervised and monitored by our mother
company in Germany. windtest grevenbroich
gmbh is accredited according to IEC 17025
and a full member of MEASNET.

windtest grevenbroich gmbh has more than 18
years of renewable wind energy experience,
completing and commencing several large
projects already in the United States as well as
Europe, India, China, and others.

Our company stands for reliability and
sustainability. Our expert engineers belong to
leading wind energy groups that have
developed international standards now
adopted by our industry. Our vision, as leaders
in our field, is to support and advise our
customers with the best in measurement
technology and the absolute highest standard
in safety and quality.

Some of our respected clients include:
Caterpillar

Schneider Electric

GE

Senvion

Nordex
These projects demonstrate the need of our
expertise in the North American marketplace.
With our new location in the Midwest, we’re
able to successfully manage, implement, and
drive new business throughout the United
States and beyond.

